
Minutes of the 3rd Staveley Nature Reserve Liaison Group (SNR-LG) held in Staveley & 
Copgrove Village Hall on 9th October at 18:30

1 Present at the meeting:

Ken Barker
Dorothy Griffin
Bill Kirkpatrick
Lynne Manby (Parish Council Member)
Paul Smith (Chairman)
Carl Watts

Apologies:

John Thornton

2 Preamble

There were no residents of Staveley & Copgrove present at the meeting.

Should there be any issues residents wished to raise with the SNR-LG they should 
contact one of the committee, e-mail snr-lg@staveley-yorks.org.uk or contact the 
chairman on 01423 340676.

3 Minutes of the last meeting 4th July 2012

Were accepted without comment.

4

4.1

4.2

4.3

Actions from the previous meeting

DG agreed to hold meetings with the neighbours of the track with an aim to try to 
achieve a resolution to providing better access to the NR from the church end if 
this is possible. It was agreed that neither the SNR-LG nor YWT wished to force a 
solution on any residents who did not want it.

The action was completed and thanks were recorded to DG for arranging this  
meeting.

There were 6 people present at the meeting and it was clear that five of the  
residents who are closest to the track at the church end do not wish a pedestrian  
gate to be installed and do not wish the track to be used as a footpath to exit the  
nature reserve

It was confirmed by YWT that “public access to the Nature Reserve remains by  
the routes described in our planning application of last year and as publicised on  
YWT's website”.

The meeting attendees also discussed whether planning permission would be  
sought to divert the current footpath to exit the reserve via the track and gate at  
the church end of the track and it was confirmed that no planning consent would  
be sought.

CW agreed that the interpretation panel in the car park will have details about 
overflow parking.

Is ongoing as the final design of the interpretation panel is ongoing.

YWT are concerned about the water flow within the reserve and have 
commissioned a “hydrology report”. CW agreed to make this publicly available 
via the SNR-LG.

CW



4.4

This was done.

CW indicated that dogs taken into the NR were not always on a lead.  Staveley 
residents are reminded that they must have their dogs on a lead if exercising them 
in the NR.

PS discussed this with the Parish Council Chairman and it was agreed that dogs  
could be kept on a lead or under close control if kept to the footpath, except  
during the bird breeding season when they should be on a lead.

The Parish Council agreed to put an article in the “Link” about dog faeces and  
PS confirmed that this was done.

5 Conflicts of Interest

None were registered that had not already been registered at previous meetings.

6.1

6.2

Communication from Parish Council – Changing Terms of Reference

The terms of reference proposed by the Parish Council were accepted.  The 
revised Terms of Reference are:

1. Be informed of the plans of Yorkshire Wildlife Trust (YWT) with respect 
to Staveley Nature Reserve (SNR).

2. Inform YWT of events taking place in the village that may impact YWT.

3. Be cognisant of the views of the village and feed views and concerns back 
to YWT aiming to resolve issues, as far as possible, amicably between 
YWT and the parish.

4. The PC shall not instruct the SNR Sub Committee as to its discussions.

5. SNR Sub Committee shall make recommendations/suggestions to the PC 
regarding Staveley Nature Reserve

6. The extent of the SNR Sub Committee remit shall be restricted to liaison 
with YWT.

Communication from Parish Council – Signage at the Nature Reserve

The Parish Council supported the planning consent for the signage at the Nature 
reserve.  Generally the signage has been well received by residents.

Meeting with Residents Regarding the Church footpaths and Access

See 4.1

7 YWT Report Against Disclosed Plans

Signs have been erected at the car park and have been generally well accepted by 
residents.

The interpretation panel is not yet completed but will be available in a few weeks 
time and will be displayed on a lectern and will include details about overflow 
parking.

An interpretation panel will also be placed at the centre of the new hide and will 
be changed for each season.

Rights of way, including permissive rights of way, signs are now evident in the 
nature reserve.

The new hide is now completed except for the interpretation panel.  The hide is 



being used responsibly at present and will not be locked unless the situation 
changes.  It has a lock with a key that CW holds but, in YWT's experience, it was 
felt that locking of the hide would generally create more problems.

An earth ramp will be installed for disabled access.

The nature trail is now complete with the addition of 10 works of art that have 
been created specially for the Staveley Nature Reserve – commissions can be 
accepted and CW has details of the artist if there is village interest.

A worksheet for schools will be available that references the works of art.

The works of art can also be “brass rubbed” using wax crayons.

CW confirmed that the radar padlock will be installed this week on the Church 
end track gate and DG was provided with a spare key for the gate.

The meadow is now seeded and thanks were recorded to Richard Tesseyman for 
his assistance to the Nature Reserve.

The second hide would probably not be built, especially as there was opposition to 
the original plans.  It is likely that the current “locked hide” would be replaced and 
made accessible to disabled users.

Over zealous volunteers were responsible for “dogs to be on leads” signs that 
appeared within the reserve and these have been removed.

LM was asked to bring this to the attention of the Parish Council as the “dogs on 
lead signs” issue was raised with NYCC by a resident and parish council member 
and could easily have been raised with the SNR-LG and handled locally.  This was 
agreed to be the preferred route to handle NR problems.

LM

8 Report Back of Issues Raised by Staveley Residents

No issues were raised

9 YWT Report on Future Plans

YWT need to control the water levels between the two lagoons and confirmed that 
they did not wish to, nor intend, to raise water levels but required better control as 
the pipe between the two lagoons is currently blocked.

YWT confirmed that the outreach project funding expires in November and that 
there may be no outreach officer and that CW may no longer be employed by 
YWT.  The Conservation Manager NE, Caroline Comins would attend future 
SNR-LG meetings if this was the case.

The SNR-LG members expressed their thanks to CW and hoped that he would 
continue as Outreach Officer.

A small amount of money remains for the Outreach Project and it was intended to 
purchase a library of books and a pair of binoculars for use by visitors to the NR. 
It was hoped that the Parish Council would accept responsibility for these items if 
CW has to leave.

10 Update on Events within Staveley and Surrounding Area

All events are available from the Staveley web site.

11 Communications Intentions to Staveley

There is no intention for the SNR-LG to communicate any exceptional items to 



the village.

12 Date of Next Meeting

With apologies to John Thornton who did not wish the meetings to be held on a 
Tuesday.  Unfortunately the only day that allowed use of the Village Hall and 
allowed the attendance for the majority of the SNR-LG was Tuesday 15th January 
2013.


